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GENERAL MEETING:
Date: FRIDAY JUNE 19, 2015
Time: 6:30 PM (NOTE TIME)
Where: TB COSTAIN/SC JOHNSON COMMUNITY CENTER, 16 MORRELL ST.,
BRANTFORD
Program: POTLUCK DINNER and MEMBERS’ SALE and SILENT AUCTION
Remember to bring your appetites and your favourite salad, meat plate, buns, dessert or even KFC
and don’t forget to bring plates and cutlery (drinks are supplied).
Please bring any silent auction items and members can bring minerals or jewellery to sell to other
members. It would a pleasure to see what you have made at the workshop or collected on fieldtrips.
MAY 8, 2015 MEETING: Jen Parks (U of W) presented a
most interesting program of vertical versus lateral plate tectonics using zircon U-Pb dating of metamorphic rocks layers.
Members were introduced to three of the University students
who graciously thanked the club for its assistance.
Trish Law brought examples of her beautiful chainmail jewellery which Trish will teach at future classes at the workshop.

Don Oliver displayed another fantastic array of agate
specimens and photos as well as emerald and beryl
crystals. Note: When I began the mineral of the month
door prize draws I requested that members bring samples to help newer members become more acquainted
with minerals. Don has definitely taken that request to
the next level and provided a unselfish time and effort
with his displays at our meetings. Don’s meticulously
organized displays include lighting and excellent signage. Well done Don!
UPDATE FROM THE EXECUTIVE : The executive wishes everyone a safe summer holiday.
Robert Whiting our workshop chairman has been given a budget to purchase an air conditioner to keep the workshop cool through the summer for members to enjoy their lapidary work.
The club has a new insurance in place that covers our workshop as well as the executive. Members are still covered
under the CCFMS insurance at club functions.
We are investigating revisions to our constitution and a possible change of date of our annual meeting and elections to
fall under new future provincial guidelines for rules governing non profit organizations.
NOTE FROM THE EDITOR - the newsletter is mailed a week early as I am on vacation starting next week .
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Field Trips: Watch newsletter for future fieldtrip plans and updates at June meeting.
BEACH GLASS FIELDTRIP : July 18 - See insert for details

Program: Potluck Dinner and members’ sale and silent auction June 19 at 6:30pm at SC Johnson.
Workshop: Our workshop is open Wednesdays from 1:00 to 4:00 pm only. Also if any member has any ideas
on how we can utilize the workshop more ie: jewellery making, information night for members to just drop in
and work on their jewellery projects, trade jewellery making secrets etc. Any ideas can be presented to any of
the executive at any time. N.B. An air conditioner is in the works to provide a cooler environment for summer
workshops.
CCFMS: Check Website for updates— http://www.ccfms.ca

Minerals: From Crystals to Gems
Location: Butterfly and Moth Gallery, Cambridge Butterfly Conservatory 2500
Kossuth Road Cambridge, Ontario
May 1st - August 31st, 2015
Minerals not only come in a stunning array of colours, shapes and textures, but
they also play an important role in our day to day life. This exhibit features over 90 mineral specimens in
display cases, 4 interactive components and large touchable specimens.
Cambridge Butterfly Conservatory is the first venue to exhibit this new travelling exhibit from the Museum of Nature in Ottawa.

HINTS AND THINGS

When lapping or polishing geodes, keep the crystals sparkling clean by packing them with damp ivory flakes.
The grit or polishing agent washes right out. The remaining soap will soak right out in warm water. (via The Rock
Rattler 12/95)
To remove a cab that is stuck in its finding, heat the finding in boiling water. Then gently tap it with a pencil.
This works because metal expands faster than stone, when exposed to heat. (via The Roamin Rams 1/96)
Here is a suggestion to make the wet grinding procedure more comfortable. Place water pipe foam insulation over
the edge of the water trough for an easy wrist rest while working the stone. Just cut to the length needed and slip
it over the edge of the water pan. (from the Rock Rattler via Amador Nugget 1/01 via RockCollector 3/01)
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4th Annual Gem Shower, sponsored by the Kingston Lapidary and Mineral Club

PEC Fairgrounds - Crystal Palace, 375 Main Street, Picton, ON Event Hours: 10 am to 5 pm
Admission: $3.00, 12 and under free; Features 29 dealers, showcasing gems, minerals, lapidary
and jewellery. Contact: email John and Elaine Zandarin at howhardcanitbe@sympatico.ca
July 24-25 Giant Jewellery Yard Sale at Robert Hall Originals -138 Sugar Maple Road, St. George, Ontario
Event Hours: 10 am to 5 pm Take a trip down memory lane as you peruse 1000's of Jewellery Pieces
priced to sell! Vintage, Costume, Plastic, Metal, Handmade, Over Runs, 60's to 80's, One-of-a-Kind. Earrings, Pendants, Fun Rings, Brooches, Bracelets, Chains, Scarf Clips, Shoe Clips. Website:
www.roberthalloriginals.com Email: inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com
July 26
Bancroft Gem & Mineral Club 18th Annual Gem & Mineral Show - Bancroft Legion Hall,
Station St., Bancroft, ON 10 am to 4 pm Live auction at 3pm. 3 Silent auctions during the day + Door Prizes.
Admission is three dollars for adults 16 and under free Contact: Frank Melanson at 613-332-1032
July 30 - Aug 2 52nd Bancroft Rockhound Gemboree Celebrate the wonders in Bancroft, Canada’s
Mineral Capital! The event brings together over 100 dealers of fine mineral specimens, gemstone jewellery,
and lapidary supplies. Held at Two Venues & Outdoor Area Bancroft Curling Club (63 Newkirk Blvd.) &
North Hastings Community Centre(103 Newkirk Blvd.) Shuttle service to the 2 venues and the Mineral Museum. Fun for all ages: there are exhibits of rocks, crystals, gems, fossils, you can shop for one-of-a-kind jewellery and art pieces or find that perfect addition to your own collection! Activities such as Mineral Collecting field trips, Key note speakers, Demonstrations and workshops. Show Hours: Thursday, Friday & Satuday: 10am-6pm, Sunday: 10am-5pm
August 15

Rockhound Family Day at Robert Hall Originals -

138 Sugar Maple Road, St. George, Ontario Event Hours: 10 am to 4 pm A fun family event! Kid's Fossil
Dig - $1.00, Lots of FREE Kids' Crafts & Activities Mineral Identification: Bring A Specimen! Explore Outdoor Rock Piles! Giant Silent Auction - Bring your items to include in the auction! Bidding begins at 11:00
(10% commission). Free Rock Swap Space - Bring your own table & chair. Set up your stone related treasures to trade, sell, swap or give away. Contact us to reserve your free rock swap space.
Website: www.roberthalloriginals.com Email: inquiry@roberthalloriginals.com
August 19 Rock, Gem, Mineral, Fossil, and Meteorite Identification Clinic at the ROM Royal Ontario
Museum School Groups Lunchroom, President's Choice Entrance on Queen's Park, doors nearest Museum
subway stop Event Hours: 4 pm to 5:30 pm. Contact: 416-586-5816 or naturalhistory@rom.on.ca Website: www.rom.on.ca/en/activities-programs/events-calendar/rock-gemmineral- fossil-and-meteoriteidentification-clinic
September 6

"Wonders of the Earth" - The 46th Scarborough Gem & Mineral Club Show

Event Hours: Saturday 10-6, Sunday 11-5. Don Montgomery Community Centre, 2467 Eglinton Avenue
East, Scarborough Admission: adults $5, children $1 Contact: Gem & Mineral Club of Scarborough
scarbgemclub@lycos.com Website: www.scarbgemclub.ca.

October 2-4

Ancaster Gem, Mineral, Bead & Jewellery -

Show Event Hours: Friday: 9:30 am to 5 pm, Saturday & Sunday: 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Location:
Ancaster Fairgrounds, 630 Trinity Road, Ancaster, Ontario L0R 1R0 (corner of Hwy. 52 & Hwy. 53)
Admission: $8.00, 2 Day Pass: $14.00, Under Age 12 Free, Free Parking A great experience for all
ages! Over 35 vendors. This show has it all, including seminars, demonstrations and jewellery making
classes. Phone: 519-448-1236 or 1-800-360-2813 Website: www.ancastergemshow.com
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ALBERTA CREATIONIST DISCOVERS RARE FISH FOSSILS IN BASEMENT DIG
CBC 3 days ago
An Alberta man who discovered a school of rare fossilized fish while digging up a Calgary basement believes
the world was created by God a few thousand years
ago.
It's for that reason Edgar Nernberg doesn't think the
fossils could possibly be as old as paleontologists are
estimating.
"I subscribe to the creationist position, and I believe
they were laid down in Noah's flood, about 4,500 years
ago. But we agree to disagree."
He's referring to Darla Zelenitsky, the University of
Calgary paleontologist who was brought in to examine the five ancient fish.
She says they likely swam in waters about 60 million years ago, which is the age of the Paskapoo Formation, a
sheet of rock that lies under the city.
"I would give it a 10 out of 10 for significance," said Zelenitsky.
"There's not very many complete fossils known in rocks of this age in Alberta," she said about the fish, which
are each about the size of a wallet.
Nernberg helped build the Big Valley Creation Science Museum and said he's good friends with the owner.
According to the museum website, Nernberg donated "one of the more favourite displays" for visitors — the
Evidence from Genealogy exhibit — which features scrolls that trace the genealogy of England's King Henry VI
back to Adam and Eve.
While Nernberg hasn't lobbied the Alberta government directly to include creationism in the province's school
curriculum, he said he has written opinion letters about the topic and sent them to several newspapers.
Nernberg found the near-perfect fossils concealed in a block of sandstone while working at his day job, excavating the basement of a new home in northwest Calgary.
Zelenitsky said that because the fish lived in a time shortly after the extinction of the dinosaurs, they could answer some questions about evolution.
"Plants and animals were actually recovering from the
extinction at that time, so any fossils, particularly if
they're complete, are going to help us reconstruct what
was going on in the environment after a major mass
extinction."
Nernberg said he has come to "accept the fact that we
all have different opinions."
The fossils are en route to the Royal Tyrrell Museum in
Drumheller, Alta., to be studied by paleontologists.
"It's quite likely that these could be a new species," said
Zelenitsky. If that's the case, Nernberg said, he won't be
offended if they're not named after him.
"I find television very educating. Every time somebody turns on the set, I go into the other room and read a book. Groucho Marx
1. The nicest thing about the future is that it always starts tomorrow.
2. Money will buy a fine dog but only kindness will make him wag his tail.
3. If you don't have a sense of humour you probably don't have any sense at all.
4. Seat belts are not as confining as wheelchairs.
5. A good time to keep your mouth shut is when you're in deep water.
6. How come it takes so little time for a child who is afraid of the dark to become a teenager who wants to stay out all
night?
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GEM OF THE MONTH: PEARL
A pearl is a hard object produced within the soft tissue (specifically the mantle) of a living shelled mollusk. Just like the shell of a clam, a pearl is composed of calcium carbonate in minute crystalline form,
which has been deposited in concentric layers. The ideal pearl is perfectly round and smooth, but many other
shapes (baroque pearls) occur. The finest quality natural pearls have been highly valued as gemstones and objects
of beauty for many centuries. Because of this, pearl has become a metaphor for something rare, fine, admirable and
valuable.
The most valuable pearls occur spontaneously in the wild, but are extremely rare. These wild pearls are referred to
as natural pearls. Cultured or farmed pearls from pearl oysters and freshwater mussels make up the majority of
those currently sold. Imitation pearls are also widely sold in inexpensive jewelry, but the quality of their iridescence
is usually very poor and is easily distinguished from that of genuine pearls. Pearls have been harvested and cultivated primarily for use in jewelry, but in the past were also used to adorn clothing. They have also been crushed
and used in cosmetics, medicines and paint formulations.
Whether wild or cultured, gem-quality pearls are almost always nacreous and iridescent, like the interior of the
shell that produces them. However, almost all species of shelled mollusks are capable of producing pearls (formally
referred to as "calcareous concretions" by some sources) of lesser shine or less spherical shape. Although these may
also be legitimately referred to as "pearls" by gemological labs and also under U.S. Federal Trade
Commission rules, and are formed in the same way, most of them have no value except as curiosities.
Freshwater and saltwater pearls may sometimes look quite similar, but they come from different
sources. Freshwater pearls form in various species of freshwater mussels, family Unionidae, which
live in lakes, rivers, ponds and other bodies of fresh water. These freshwater pearl mussels occur
not only in hotter climates, but also in colder more temperate areas such as Scotland (where they are protected under law). Most freshwater cultured pearls sold today come from China. Saltwater pearls grow within pearl oysters,

SECONDARY JUNE GEMSTONE— MOONSTONE
Moonstone is a sodium potassium aluminium silicate, with the chemical formula (Na,K)AlSi3O8.
Its name is derived from a visual effect, or sheen, caused by light diffraction within a microstructure consisting of a regular succession of feldspar layers.
Moonstone has been used in jewelry for centuries, including ancient civilizations. The Romans
admired moonstone, as they believed it was born from solidified rays of the moon. Both the Romans and Greeks associated Moonstone with their lunar deities. In more recent history, the moonstone became
popular during the Art Nouveau period; French goldsmith René Lalique and many others created a large quantity
of jewelry using this stone.
The most common moonstone is of the mineral adularia, named for an early mining site near Mt. Adular in Switzerland, now the town of St. Gotthard. The plagioclase feldspar oligoclase also produces moonstone specimens. Moonstone is feldspar with a pearly and opalescent schiller. An alternative name is hecatolite.
Moonstone is composed of two feldspar species, orthoclase and albite. The two species are intermingled. Then, as the
newly formed mineral cools, the intergrowth of orthoclase and albite separates into stacked, alternating layers.
When light falls between these thin, flat layers, it scatters in many directions producing the phenomenon called adularescence.
Deposits of moonstone occur in Armenia (mainly from Lake Sevan), Australia, the Austrian Alps, Mexico, Madagascar, Myanmar, Norway, Poland, India, Sri Lanka and the United States. It is currently the state gem for Florida, to
commemorate the Moon landings, which took off from Florida. Despite it being the state gem, it does not naturally
occur in Florida. (Wikipedia)
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AMMONITES AND AMMOLITES is that ammonites were animals but ammolites are gemstones. Ammolite gemstones (trade
name "Korite") are thin, iridescent (opal-like) layers of fossilized shells of ammonites. These animals once lived in an inland subtropical sea (the "Western Interior Seaway"), east of the Rocky Mountains, today called the "Bearspaw Formation". At the end of the Mesozoic era this subtropical sea receded, and its animals finally died. But also before this period ammonites always died in a natural
way, then covered by the ashes of periodic volcanic eruptions and other sediments
which were brought into the sea from rivers flowing from the Rocky Mountains.
The remnants were pressed by these sediments (a mineral rich clay called bentonite) which preserved the aragonite
shells and their magnificent gem colors from being converted into common calcite or pyrite. Finally the whole area
was uplifted while the St. Mary River constantly cut its bed into the ground so that the ammolite layers remained open
for Indian discoverers.
Best, gemmy ammolites can be found within the Indian Kainah reserve in southern Alberta (Canada). Mines are along
the St. Mary River, between Magrath and Lethbridge. "Korite International" is the first and largest in ammolite production (appr. 90% of the world production), supported by the local Kainah Indians who cooperates with "Korite International".
Approximately 50% of mined ammolite has gemstone quality. The ammolite deposits have several layers which are excavated in open pits: The "K Zone" layer
is about 15 - 30 m below the surface, and contains less gemmy, crushed ammolites. The "Blue Zone" is 50 m below the surface, and is 15 m thick. It contains
better gems which are less fractured.
Ammolite was recognized as a "semi-precious" gemstone until 1981. Then it was
accepted as gemstone, and the commercial mining started. In 2004 ammolite became the official gemstone of Alberta and the town Lethbridge.
Ammolite Types
1. Natural Ammolites
A stone which has been left to its natural appearance. The host material (e.g. petrified clay or shale) is grinded off to a
thin layer which stabilizes the iridescent ammolite surface. The gemmy ammolite layer is polished to a more or less flat
surface. If the gem material is thick enough, one can create a rare two-sided ammolite.
Most natural stones are stabilized by pressing epoxy between the layers. This prevents the surface from splitting. Nevertheless ammolite should be used (worn) carefully, e.g. on special occasions but not as a ring.
2. Doublets, Triplets
Doublets are two connected pieces to create one stone: One thick, gemmy layer is sawn into slices, and can serve as
thin surface for several new created ammolite doublets by connecting them with a new matrix (usually shale).
If a protective cap (made from transparent minerals like quartz or synthetic spinel or sometimes even opal) is attached
to a doublet, the ammolite consists of three layers, and is called triplet. It is possible to create two-sided ammolites by
gluing thin ammolite layers on both sides of a matrix, of course in combination with two additional caps.
If a gemmy ammolite has a cracked backing, doublets and triplets are the only way to preserve its beauty. Capped
ammolite is harder than natural material. Therefore it can be used even as a ring. Of course caps can be faceted to
enhance the appearance of a stone.
Treatments
Most natural ammolite is micaceous, and are stabilized by pressing epoxy between the layers. This prevents the surface from splitting, and is a widely accepted method.
The finest ammolites are just polished but don't need any coating. Coating should not be accepted because it misrepresents the lower value of a stone, and causes some problems over the time: Varnish is usually not designed for covering
a mineral's surface, is too soft, can yellow or become cloudy, and allows water to get between the layers. That can result in a duller appearance. Scratches or other damages cannot be removed without destroying the coating. If a coating is used, it protects the thin ammolite layer on the matrix from fading by too much sunlight exposure. Coated,
lower quality stones appear wet, look more colorful. Intensive colors of doublets or triplets can be caused by black (or
other colors) epoxy between the ammolite layer and matrix. (Article Source Unknown)
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SHOP TIP - Sawing Jump Rings: The difficult part of making jump rings for me has always been holding the coil
while cutting off the individual rings. I use a saw to get the best fit when closing the rings later. I’ve seen all sorts of
suggestions for ways to hold the coil, but the one that works best for me is this little jig made from scrap wood. It’s
about 2 inches wide and 4-5 inches long with a groove cut down its length to cradle the coil of wire and a thin stop attached to the front end. To cut the rings, thread your saw blade through the coil, hold the coil down in the groove and
against the front stop, and saw at about a 40 degree angle. Don’t forget to use some wax or cutting lube. It really does
make a difference. If you don’t believe me, do an experiment while you’re cutting a mess of rings. Count how many
rings you cut before breaking a blade, first without lube and then with some every 6-8 rings. (Brad Smith)

YOUR (2015) EXECUTIVE:
PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS
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Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca
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